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COSMO HOTEL  
BERLIN MITTE

Where  BERLIN, GERMANY   Member since  07/2009 
Architecture  PETER DELUSE (SEHW ARCHITEKTEN)    

Design  ANJA KALUSCHE (DUKA DESIGN), NIK SCHWEIGER (3DELUXE-BIORHYTHM)  
Rooms  84   Rates  EUR 104 – 359 

GÖSTA GASSMANN

Situated in the heart of Berlin’s Mitte district, the Cosmo Hotel 
Berlin Mitte is the perfect urban retreat for travelers who appreciate 
individualized style and hospitality. From its elegant and timeless 
scent restaurant specializing in “aroma cuisine” to its 84 minimalist-
designed rooms and relaxation spaces, it offers cosmopolitan citi-
zens personal attention and access to the best of real Berlin. The 
hotel’s dedicated concierge service reserves tables at the hippest 
restaurants, opens doors to the city’s chic and underground clubs, 
and leads guests to the newest cultural destinations or to the top 
boutiques for a Berlin-style splurge. Cosmo understands what its 
guests need: direct access to the right places in the right parts of  
the city. Cosmo’s design and outlook epitomizes the flavor of con-
temporary Berlin: a juxtaposition between light, inviting spaces  
and the gritty, insular underground, an ever-evolving hub of cul-
tural activity where artists, architects, designers, and other creatives 
continually redefine their city and regularly launch international 
trends. Cosmo is the ideal location both for first-timers discovering 

this vibrant city and for regular visitors who want the easiest access 
to all of their favorite haunts while enjoying the utmost in comfort, 
luxury, and style.

MEET THE ORIGINAL 
Originally from Stuttgart, Gösta Gassmann is the son of Karl 
Friedrich, one of Playa de las Americas’s hotel pioneers. In 1998  
he opened the Ocean Drive Ibiza, one of the first members of 
Design Hotels™, after two years of renovation. Attracted by the 
dynamic growth and internationality of the German capital, 
Gassmann opened the Cosmo Hotel in Berlin’s Mitte district in 
early 2010. Located in a former office building, Cosmo’s facade is 
dominated by natural stone and glass. Today, Gösta Gassmann –  
together with his brother Axel – manages a total of nine hotels 
scattered throughout Germany and Spain. He currently lives in 
Munich, loves traveling to Asia and mountainous regions, and is 
still a part-time resident of Ibiza.
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